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About This Game

The Intern is a indie game created by a player to another players.[/b]

The game tells the story of a young newly formed desperately sought a chance in the labor market. A strange message
and a subsequent accident end up taking her to know a new dimension where it is incubida to seek three masks that

allow itcontrol the elements of creation so he can take his trainee post of the Gods.
However our "hero" did not really care for morality rules, shortly after realizing the scale of the multiverse and its

place in "history" it shows its true face and slowly she will find out who is she and what will reach the coveted job in
this divine stage.

The game features some classical mechanics already known from other metroidvania style games, j/RPG and platform.
A single Summon & Mana system make things more interesting around here. In The Intern the power of the player

varies according to the mana he has accumulated and how much can accumulate (something like your Ki), the masks
allow you to control the different types of mana in addition to providing unique attacks to the player. Summons

combinations, masks and skills give options for the player enjoy the game,match they bring side effects needed to
overcome challenges and defeat monsters. All of this is not enough? The player still can evolve their summons to

release new forms and special attacksthat will serve to help others or just cause destruction. She doesn't care.

Play fast or explore it is your choice.

Many other things are already - or are planned - to enter in The Intern: Mini-games(1 ready), deep story, anime style,
support for control, achievements(not ready), collectible card(not ready), leveling system elements(ready), virtual
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immortality(ready), travel between dimensions and times(not ready), references of batteries and easter eggs(Ready a
little) and more.
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Title: The Intern
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Red13Indie
Publisher:
Red13Indie
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 775

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Portuguese,French,German
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One of my favorite 3DS eShop games gets a Steam port that runs a lot better than the 3DS version did! With a great look,
addictive combat system and several bonus characters that outright encourage sequence breaking (making extra playthroughs of
this game even more fun) This was a game I am certainly happy to have purchased on Steam after reviewing the 3DS version via
a review code.. Really fun. Gets pretty repetitive after a while though. Worth the purchase.. So this was a bit of an experiment
buying this game(?), I didn't know what to expect and as far as this kind of game goes I loved it. I played through it once, it took
me roughly 4 hours in all.

The story was really interesting, I liked a lot of the characters and settings. I thought the choices on the whole were also very
contrasting and diverse so I am looking forward to playing through again.

My criticisms are; from the start my character is already formed, I am a female character and so the choices flow from that but
the game allows you to choose pronouns of your choice, which I thought meant I could change the sex of the character but the
continuity in the story faultered, sometimes I was called a wizard and other times a witch, I was so confused in the story as to
what sex I was it broke the immersion of the story. I couldn't careless about it other than I wished that the choices I had made
were continued correctly through the story.

There were many sub plots in the story that went no-where and ended suddenly, which left me feeling "so what was the point in
that", there weren't even choices later on that came from them, they were just things that happened.

I think this type of story telling is brilliant, the choices had consequences and there was enough choice to make them
insteresting. My only true wish was that the story was longer and every bit of it more fleshed out.

What was the point of the pets?
I felt the out come of some of the choices like the killing of the 12 legged beast were unfair as information was with held?
I turned a guy into a giant tortoise which I met later but nothing ever came of it?
Sam was supposedly an important character but it never felt like that?
I killed the heirophant and the one that took over apparently really liked me but nothing ever happened?
I got loads of gold after I couldn't buy any more stuff - why?
The bit with the neighbours was over very quickly and made little to no sense?
- Why didn't Tal come back for me?
- How exactly did I get away?
*I'm sure there's more but that's off the top of my head*[/spoilers]. i dont like it. It definitely looked a lot cooler than it was.

Not sure why it's not written in HTML5 and uploaded to some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 website somewhere,
it'd be beloved by millions if that were the case. Not worth spending any money on. It's nothing new, just a quirky idea with
some pretty (and slightly mad) colors splashed in.

Hotline Miami without the amazing soundtrack, blood, guts, story, gameplay, or use of the mouse. So, nothing much really. It
only retained the obnoxious colors and 80s drenched effects.
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I got this in a bundle with 6 other games for $2. As such, it was 33c for this game.

I like the concept. I like the idea of a sport in zero gravity. Where this falls down is in the execution. It is glitchy, the physics
sometimes defy logic, and of course the result is a multiplayer game with NO player base. It's dead. I begged my gf and she
played with me to get the achievements, but in hindsight the only fun was not the game but in making fun of it. Like watching a
really bad movie. It's so bad it is funny. If I played this with random players (if there were any) then maybe it would be less fun.

Avoid this game like the plague. Shame on the authors for tarnishing NASA and shame on NASA for not suing them over it.

0.1\/10 at 33c
-100\/10 at $3.99. This game made my brain full. I feeds my hunger, once again! Something to make my brain ♥♥♥♥♥♥....
Oh yes. Giggity.. As a fan of Mindware's work on WiiWare and the DSi (MaBoShi is amazing), l had to give this a go given its
rather quirky heritage.

Despite its age, Space Mouse is a product of good design, it doesn't feel as old as you'd expect it to, and instead has a timeless
appeal to it much like the best games of the 80s which you'd still play today.

In Space Mouse you've got to make your way to the top of the screen, navigating floors of a building and avoiding mice which
are making their way down the screen. Each "tier" of the screen is effectively a floor of the building, and there are gaps (or
stairwells if you will) to move up to the next floor.

What makes this simple idea work rather well are the smart constraints applied to your character and the rules of the game. You
can't go back once you've moved up a level, so you've got to plan far ahead of time. The mice which run against you either move
left or right once they pass a stairwell, which introduces a constant element of uncertainty in how you tackle each moving
roadblock: Should you consider a specific location on the grid a hiding place or not, or should you can quickly dash past a
potential opening while it's there?

I've found myself bettering myself with every go, and subsequent stages introduce different tower layouts which further demand
more from you and require better flexibility in dealing with the hazards ahead.

Despite the game's 1981 roots the default mode is a remake featuring NES\/Famicom style visuals (more detailed sprites and
smooth scrolling), and new mechanics. So far I've tried the NES and MZ-700 modes, I've yet to unlock the original PC-8001
version of the game. The general look of the "arranged" version certainly feels authentic to me - like a lost NES game from the
early 80's, which in turn complements the grid-based game world.

In its current state I feel Space Mouse is missing one feature that'd make it feel more well rounded: high score tracking and
leaderboards. I've been playing from the first level every time I get a game over and it's a shame my scores aren't being saved so
I can track how well I'm doing over time. So hopefully these are added to the game at some point - it already supports features
of the Steam platform like achievements and playing cards, so I'd love to see online Steam leaderboards or just local ones.

tl;dr: Space Mouse carries arcade-like sensibilities that has kept me returning to it for another quick go much more often than I
had anticipated.. Actually way more fun than you would think!. love nancy drew games!. Having bought Cities: Skylines after
After Dark's release, I didn't realize how much of this content wasn't part of the base game: My coastal city industrial economy
depends on the use of the Cargo Hub to keep traffic off the roads, the day\/night cycle is a core part of the amazing vistas I
admire while playing, and the plethora of leisure and tourism related buildings and features are a core part of all my cities.

Looking at its features directly, it is maybe not the most exciting DLC (it certainly would've been underwhelming as a first
expansion), but as someone who bought at a later time, I can appreciate the core features this DLC brings to the game.. It's a
good game.

Others have said it better than me before; I just wanted to give the developers the positive review they deserve.. It's not what i
was expecting. Very minimal. There should be a simple draw feature that alows you to mark dead ends and stuff would make it
way better. I didb't play long, but i can see that if i don't get out a pen and paper it will just be a guessing game.. Easy, fast paced
and quirky. Definitely needs multiplayer though, which I hear is in the pipeline. Works on Linux too!
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